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Direct bag: The direct bag is intended for use on objects that require an
immediate opening due to altitude or obstacles. It is NOT intended for freefall
deployments.
Recommendations for packing and use:
Pack as you normally would for a slider down/removed deployment. To insert
the parachute into the bag, make series of folds perpendicular to the long axis of
the packed canopy approximately 8” apart. This will make your canopy look
something like a caterpillar. End these folds about 8” above the tail pocket. Then
fold the stabilizers and tail pocket up into an “S” –fold.
Slide the D-bag over the folded canopy and make the first locking stow.
The reason for this folding method is to ensure that the canopy leaves the bag
as a stream rather than a lump. If the canopy is deployed in a single motion, it
will have to extend during deployment and will have a far greater tendency to
turn off heading.
Stow the lines on the bag using no more than 2.0” bights. When there are
approximately 18” of suspension lines remaining, stow all lines associated with
the left line group on the left side of the bag and repeat w/ the right hand side
being sure to keep the risers even. This will produce a loop of line which must
then be stowed on the center stow. This arrangement makes it impossible to
twist the bag without also twisting the risers.
Place the bag into the container: Line stows at the bottom, white placard against
the users back. Close the container.
At exit: Have your assistant remove the safety line and secure it to the object
with a knot or caribeaner. Open the container the rest of the way and allow the
bag to tilt down into his hands. He will see the white placard with Left and Right
marked on it facing him. Have him clear the risers, close the container and you
both should perform a complete safety check to ensure good continuity and
rigging prior to moving into position.

